
A smart stylus for annotating, drawing 
and sketching, for Windows Ink 
A digital pen designed to take your creativity further on screen, Bamboo Ink Plus lets 
you capture your ideas as naturally as you would on paper. 

A natural pen experience 
Take notes and express yourself in a realistic way with Bamboo Ink Plus. It features 
natural tilt support1 for authentic strokes. Different nibs2 let you customize your pen 
to suit whatever you’re annotating, drawing or sketching.

Full of precision
With light touch responsiveness, even the slightest strokes appear effortlessly and 
accurately. Bamboo Ink Plus also features a sensitive fine tip that turns every stroke 
into a precise digital reflection of your ideas. 

Create in an instant
Launch the Windows Ink Workspace simply by pressing the Bluetooth® button. Then get 
creative with pre-installed sketchpad, screen sketch or other pen-optimized apps.

Feels just right in your hand
Bamboo Ink Plus features an ergonomic triangular profile and soft-touch surface, for 
a comfortable and well-balanced grip. Its cone shape also gives a smooth line and 
familiar pencil-like feel.

Charge and go
No need to replace batteries. Bamboo Ink Plus has a USB-C connector to recharge, 
so there’ll be no interruption to your flow of ideas.

One pen for many devices
Bamboo Ink Plus works with a broad range of pen-enabled devices, and syncs with 
both Wacom Active ES protocol and Microsoft Pen Protocol (MPP). 
Check wacom.com/comp for list of tested devices. 

App to take you further
You can keep your ideas alive by editing and enhancing them, using your stylus in 
the Bamboo Paper app, which gives the feeling of a paper notebook.

Optimized for Windows Ink



Bamboo Ink Plus

Product specifications
Color Black

Stylus length 6.2 in (153 mm)

Stylus diameter 0.4 in (10 mm)

Stylus weight 0.6 oz (16.5 g)

Materials Aluminum

Compatibility For Windows devices - check wacom.com/comp  
for a list of tested devices

Connection Active ES/MPP, Bluetooth® 4.0 or later

Buttons Two side-switches, one bluetooth button

Stylus nib Medium nib 
Nib kit, 3pack – firm, soft and blue

Pressure sensitivity Up to 4096 pressure levels

Power Rechargeable Li-polymer battery

Operating time Expected to last about 10 days  
(Using 2 hours/day, 5 days/week)

Box content Bamboo Ink Plus, nib kit, quick start guide,  
charging cable

Accessories ACK24006Z - 4 nibs - firm, medium, soft and blue

Codes
Product code UPC (America)

CS322AK0A 753218986122

Transport packaging
Type Master carton with 20 sales packs

Dimensions  
(H x W x D)

9.6 x 10.5 x 6.1 in 
(243 x 267 x 154 mm)

Weight 5.73 lbs (2.6 kg)

Nib kit with three nibs (firm, soft, blue) 
The blue nib can enhance your pen  
experience on certain devices.  
Please check wacom.com/comp

Packaging specifications

Sales packaging
Type Hangable single unit box

Dimensions 
(H x W x D)

7.1 x 2.8 x 0.9 in 
(180 x 70 x 24 mm)

Weight 4.06 oz (115 g)

Ergonomic triangular design

Bluetooth button to launch  
Windows Ink Workspace, customizable 
in Windows pen settings

Optimized to clip  
onto tablet covers

Two side-switches to change protocol

Lower side-switch for power on/off

Tilt support1 for authentic strokes.  
Pressure sensitivity and light touch 
responsiveness for precise drawing

Thin nib with improved shape, 
exchangeable

1 Depending on third-party device. 2 Use of nibs is dependent on third-party device.  
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